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CDT FLUID

Helps Drills, Taps, Metal saws and Dies cut easily and cleanly
What is CDT Fluid?

CDTand
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Tools and
Equipment

CDT Fluid is suitable for use on a
wide range of materials including
steel, titanium, nimonics, wasp alloy
and aluminium, It is also suitable for
severe applications on heavy duty
alloys.

Directions For Use

CDT Fluid is a blend of Fatty Esters
Shake can thoroughly and spray
and extreme pressure lubricants in
directly onto the surface. Re-apply as
solvent refined mineral oils. It can be
required.
used on cutting tools, broaches,
taps, dies and other
extreme pressure tools. It will reduce
Health and Safety
frictional heat and helps prevent
Always ensure that precautionary
scoring and give you an improved
measures
found in the MSDS
Features and
Electrical
Controll
Pipe & Metal Repair
surface
finish, even when tapping SpillKey
sheet for CDT Fluid are read and
Benefits of CDT Fluid Coatings
the toughest of alloys.
followed before use and please
Contains no lead, graphite or
ensure that appropriate PPE is
It will make drilling and cutting much minerals
used when preparing, mixing and
easier and increases the life of the
Helps drills, dies and taps cut easily applying products.
bit, blade or tool.
and cleanly
Cools and lubricates
Extends tools life
Reduces friction
Areas For Use
Improved surface finish
CDT Fluid comes in an aerosol

making it easy to use and a handy
product to have around. It can be
used in fitting shops, engineering
workshops and all maintenance
departments.
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